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Excited states of the proton emitter 105Sb
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Excited states in the proton emitter105Sb have been investigated for the first time. The nucleus was popu-
lated in the reaction50Cr(58Ni,1p2n). The GAMMASPHERE Ge-detector array was used together with Mi-
croball and the Neutron Shell for selection of the reaction channel. The experimental level scheme agrees well
with results of a shell model calculation that uses realistic effective interactions derived from the CD-Bonn
nucleon-nucleon interaction and100Sn as a closed-shell core.
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Nuclei far from the line ofb stability are at present in th
focus of the nuclear structure physics community. Consid
able attention has been devoted to nuclei close to the dou
magic 100Sn nucleus and studies of proton-emitting nucl
e.g., of systems beyond the drip line, have also started. A
these aspects are combined in the present paper whic
ports on the first observation of excited states in105Sb, a
nucleus which has four neutrons and one proton more t
100Sn and has been reported as a proton emitter@1#.

The nucleus 105Sb was produced in the reactio
50Cr(58Ni,1p2n) at a beam energy of 225 MeV with
2.1 mg/cm2 thick target, enriched to more than 99% in50Cr.
The target was backed by 10 mg/cm2 Au in order to stop the
residual nuclei. The experiment was performed with
GAMMASPHERE Ge-detector array@2# at the ATLAS ac-
celerator at Argonne National Laboratory. The experimen
setup consisted of 78 Ge detectors, 95 CsI scintillat
known as Microball@3# for light charged particle detection
and the newly developed Neutron Shell. The Neutron S
consists of 30 liquid scintillator detectors for detection a
identification of neutrons produced in fusion-evaporation
actions. The neutron detectors covered a solid angle of a
1p in the forward direction from the target. The avera
detection and identification efficiencies for protons,a par-
ticles, and neutrons were 78%, 47%, and 27%, respectiv
The proton detection efficiency was found to depend so
what on the proton energy and was slightly higher for re
tion channels with lower particle multiplicity. The relativel
low efficiency fora particles is due to the thick target bac
ing, thick absorbers in front of the detectors, and strict co
cidence gating conditions; i.e., noa particles could be iden
tified in Microball detectors placed at anglesu.111.5°. Due
to the overlap of protons anda particles in the backward
detectors about 12% ofa particles were misinterpreted a
protons. On the other hand, very few, only;0.2% of protons
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were misinterpreted asa particles. The separation betwee
neutrons andg rays detected in the neutron detectors w
also very good: only 0.7% of theg rays not connected with
neutron emission were found in the spectra gated with
neutron. About 6% of the neutrons scattered from one de
tor into another and this could cause problems for identifi
tion of residual nuclei produced by the evaporation of tw
neutrons. However, the 2n reaction channels could be iden
tified by considering only events in which the two neutro
were not detected in neighboring neutron detectors. T
technique, described in Ref.@4#, reduced the neutron scatte
ing probability to 3%, while the number of the real two ne
tron events decreased by 20%. This enabled us to cle
distinguish between 2n and 1n reaction channels. Furthe
experimental details can be found in Ref.@5#.

In the analysis, the data were sorted into particle ga
g-ray spectra andg-g coincidence matrices. The detect
setup provided very good reaction channel selection. Inde
a total of 28 different residual nuclei were identified in 3
reaction channels, with the weakest being the 2a2n channel
leading to 98Cd. 105Sb was produced as a 1p2n reaction.
However, the 1p2n gatedg-ray spectrum contained manyg
rays from other reaction channels due to imperfect part
detection and identification. A weak 1219 keVg-ray line was
observed in the 1p2n gated spectrum. It was not present
the corresponding 2p2n nor in the 1p1a2n gated spectra. In
g-g matrices, sixg rays were found to be in coincidenc
with this 1219 keVg ray. Figure 1 presents the 1p2n gated
g-g spectrum, andg rays with energies 245, 287, 370, 49
621, 735, 1079, and 1219 keV assigned to105Sb are clearly
visible.

Assuming that the particle detection efficiency is the sa
for reaction channels of similar particle multiplicity, the in
tensities of a specificg ray in different particle gated spectr
depend only on the multiplicity of each type of particle a
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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FIG. 1. Background subtracte
1p2n gated g-g coincidence
spectrum. This spectrum only
contains events for which the two
neutrons were not detected i
neighboring neutron detectors
The g-ray gates were set on th
370, 621, and 1219 keV lines. Th
spectrum is a sum of the thre
gated spectra. The 1079 keVg ray
probably also belongs to105Sb,
but could not be placed in the
level scheme due to a strong con
tamination from a transition with
the same energy in105Sn.
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companying the electromagnetic emission. Thus, a comp
son of the intensity ratios for a specificg ray in two different
particle gated spectra, with the intensity ratios forg rays
from previously known nuclei also observed in the expe
ment, enables an unambiguous assignment of theg rays to
the final nucleus. Results of such a comparison are show
Fig. 2. Figure 2~a! gives the intensity ratio of the 370–121
keV g-g coincidence line as deduced from the matric
gated with two and one neutrons, respectively. It has a s
lar value as the intensity ratios of known lines belonging
104Sn and 101In produced in reaction channels where tw
neutrons are emitted. Thus, the 370–1219 keV cascade
not belong to a one neutron channel that was observed in
neutron gated spectra due to neutron scattering betwee
detectors. Figure 2~b! shows again the intensity ratio of th
370–1219 keVg-g coincidence line, but this time extracte
from the matrices gated with one and zero protons. The m
sured ratio suggests that the 370–1219 keV cascade be
to a 1p channel. The 245, 287, 495, 621, and 735 keVg rays
also belong to the 1p2n channel since they are in coinc
dence with both the 370 and 1219 keV lines. The abo
cascade could conceivably also be due to reactions on im
rities in the target. The most abundant of these was a s
amount of 12C, which was building up gradually during th
experiment. To make sure that theg rays are not due to
unknown transitions in 67As populated in the reaction
12C(58Ni,1p2n), we compared theg-ray intensity from the
beginning of the experiment, when the target was still fre
and contained little carbon, to the total intensity of a spec
g ray. The intensity ratio was 0.55 for theg rays due to
reactions on50Cr and 0.29~7! for g rays belonging to68As
that were also seen in the experiment due to reactions
12C. The corresponding ratio for the 370–1219 keVg-g
coincidence line was 0.57~13!. No g rays from reactions on
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FIG. 2. Intensity ratios for different neutron~a! and proton~b!

multiplicities. Differences in ratios for the same proton multiplici
in ~b! are attributed to variance of the detection efficiency w
respect to total particle multiplicity.
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other target impurities were observed in the experiment.
above cascade is not known in nuclei that could possibly
populated by the evaporation of one proton and two neutr
from beam or target particles. We, therefore, conclude
the lines with energies 245, 287, 370, 495, 621, 735,
1219 keV are due to transitions in105Sb. 105Sb was popu-
lated in only 0.009% of the reactions. Assuming a calcula
total reaction cross section of 330 mb this percentage tr
lates into a 30mb cross section for the50Cr(58Ni,1p2n)
reaction.

The proposed level scheme is presented in Fig. 3. The
criterion for ordering theg rays was their intensity, with the
most intense ones at the bottom of the level scheme. H
ever, we also relied on the systematics of heavier Sb
topes, since many intensities are the same within 1s ~see
Table I!. The multipolarities of the transitions were deduc
by studying theg-ray angular distributions. Intensity ratio
as deduced from the summed spectrum of detectors at p
anglesu5121.7, 129.9, 142.6, 148.3, and 162.7 ° vs det
tors atu569.8, 79.2, 80.7, 90.0, 99.3 100.8, and 110.2 °
given in Table I. The intensity ratios form two distinct grou
with values around 0.6 and 1.3, respectively. We compa
these ratios in105Sb to similar ones for known transitions i
other nuclei populated in the experiment. The first group
transitions corresponds to stretched dipole and the secon

FIG. 3. Proposed level scheme for105Sb. Shell model calcula-
tions are shown on the right-hand side. The widths of the arrows
proportional to the intensity of the transitions.
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stretched quadrupole transitions. MixedE2/M1 transitions
correspond to ratios with values intermediate between
and 1.3. The level scheme of105Sb shown in Fig. 3 was
constructed assuming that only stretchedM1, E2 and mixed
E2/M1 transitions were observed and that the spins of
levels increase with excitation energy. The observed gro
state proton decay of105Sb was best explained by assumin
Jp55/21 for the ground state@1#. Therefore, there quantum
numbers are adopted here. Nevertheless, since the spin
parity of the ground state have not been measured dire
all our spin and parity assignments are considered to be
tative.

The high spin level scheme of105Sb resembles that o
107Sb up toJ519/2 @6#. In fact, the comparison between th
107Sb and 105Sb level schemes mirrors the one that can
made for the106Sn to 104Sn nuclei. This implies that cou
pling a d5/2 proton to a104Sn core is appropriate to describ
the observed states, and is confirmed by the shell model
culation displayed on the right-hand side of Fig. 3. The c
culation uses100Sn as closed shell core with effective inte
actions for the four valence neutrons and one valence pro
based on the CD-Bonn nucleon-nucleon interaction@7#.
These effective two-body interactions are in turn used i
shell-model calculation for valence neutrons and protons
the single-particle orbits 2s1/2, 1d5/2, 1d3/2, 0g7/2, and
0h11/2. More details about effective interactions for nucl
nearA;100 can be found in Ref.@8#. Such effective inter-
actions were used recently to describe the newly obser
spectrum of106Sb @9#.

The calculation favors aJp55/21 assignment for the
ground state, in agreement with the suggestion from the p
ton decay data. In this state, the valence proton occu
mainly thed5/2 orbit and the two neutron pairs are almo
evenly distributed over thed5/2 andg7/2 orbits. The situation
is very similar in the 9/21 and 13/21 levels, while the
nd5/2

3 g7/2
1 configuration exhausts the largest components

the wave functions of the 15/21 and 17/21 states. The neu-
tron part of the wave function of the 19/21 level is almost
identical to that of the 17/21 state. However, since 17/2 i
the maximum spin for thepd5/2

1 nd5/2
1 g7/2

1 configuration with
the remaining neutron pair coupled toJ50, the odd proton
resides almost exclusively in theg7/2 orbit in the 19/21 state.
This 19/21 level is, therefore, the lowest lying of the ob

re

TABLE I. Energies, intensities, and intensity ratios forg rays
belonging to105Sb.

Energy Relative Angular distribution Jinitial
p →Jf inal

p

~keV! intensity ~a.u.! intensity ratio

245.4~4! 5~2! →(23/21)
287.0~2! 18~3! 0.9~1! (17/21)→(15/21)
370.4~2! 18~3! 0.6~1! (15/21)→(13/21)
495.2~3! 17~4! 0.6~1! (19/21)→(17/21)
621.3~2! 20~4! 1.2~2! (13/21)→(9/21)
735.1~2! 16~4! 1.3~2! (23/21)→(19/21)
1079.4~5!

1219.4~2! 19~7! 1.3~1! (9/21)→(5/21)
7-3
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served states, in which thepg7/2 orbit has a significant con
tribution to the wave function. This pattern repeats itself
the states with spins 21/21, 23/21, 25/21, and 27/21 in an
alternating fashion, with the state 21/21 having a proton in
the single-particle orbitpd5/2. For proton degrees of free
dom, thes1/2, d3/2, andh11/2 single-particle orbits give es
sentially negligible contributions to the wave functions a
energies of the excited states. For neutrons, although
single-particle distribution for a given state is also negligib
these orbits are important for a good description of the
ergy spectrum, as was also demonstrated in large-scale s
model calculations of the tin isotopes@10#. The effective in-
teraction employed here is the same as that used in Ref.@10#.
In general, it provides a satisfactory reproduction of the d

It is worth noting that the agreement with the experime
tally proposed spin assignment is very good. The reason
such an agreement is most likely that the wave functions
the states are dominated by neutron degrees of freedom.
unbound proton is only a spectator, while the well-bou
neutrons change orbits and alignment in transitions fr
high spin states to the ground state.

The recently described spectrum of107Sb also exhibits
low-lying 7/21 and 11/21 states, located at approximate
the same excitation energies as those computed in the t
retical calculation discussed here. Theg-ray transitions feed-
ing these two states in105Sb are, as in107Sb, expected to be
W

A

-
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much weaker than the maing-ray cascade. This presumab
explains why these two states were not identified in the
periment. They are nevertheless interesting since their w
functions contain mainly contributions from thepg7/2 orbit
that is poorly known near100Sn. A more sensitive experi
ment is clearly needed for their identification.

In conclusion, we have for the first time identified excite
states in105Sb, a nucleus located beyond the proton drip lin
Despite the unbound proton,g-ray decay along the yrast lin
remains the primary mode of decay from high-spin stat
The experimental level scheme agrees very well with sh
model calculations.105Sb is now the lightest ground stat
proton emitter and the lightest Sb isotope with known e
cited states. The combination of GAMMASPHERE, M
croball, and the Neutron Shell proved to constitute an exc
lent detector setup for identifying weakly populated react
channels in fusion evaporation reactions.
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